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A B S T R A C T
Humanitarian organisations typically rely on expensive, polluting diesel generators to provide power forservices in refugee camps, whilst camp residents often have no access to electricity. Integrating solar andbattery storage capacity into existing diesel-based systems can provide significant cost and emissions savingsand offer an opportunity to provide power to displaced communities. By analysing monitored demand dataand using computational energy system modelling, we assess the savings made possible by the integrationof solar (18.4 kWp) and battery (78 kWh) capacity into the existing diesel-powered mini-grid in MahamaRefugee Camp, Rwanda. We find that the renewables infrastructure reduces fuel expenditure by $41,500 andemissions by 44 tCO2eq (both 74%) over five years under the generator’s current operational strategy. Analternative strategy, with deeper battery cycling, unlocks further savings of $4100 and 12.4 tCO2eq, using 33%of battery lifetime versus 15% under the original strategy. This reduces the cost of electricity by 33% versusdiesel generation alone, whilst more aggressive cycling strategies could prove economical if moderate batteryprice decreases are realised. Extending the system to businesses in the camp marketplace can completely offsetthe system fuel costs if the mini-grid company charges customers the same tariff as the one it uses in the hostcommunity, but not the national grid tariff. Humanitarian organisations and the private sector should exploreopportunities to integrate renewables into existing diesel-based infrastructure, and optimise its performanceonce installed, to reduce costs and emissions and provide meaningful livelihood opportunities to displacedcommunities.
1. Introduction

Approximately 800 million people remain without electricity glob-ally, and this number is set to increase for the first time since 2011owing to the COVID-19 crisis [1]. Meanwhile more than 80 millionpeople are estimated to be forcibly displaced for reasons such as conflictand violence in their place of origin, a number which has more thandoubled from a decade ago [2]. Energy usage and access is not yet wellunderstood in displacement settings, in part due to a lack of data [3];however, it is estimated that only around 10% of those living in campsfor displaced people have access to reliable energy sources. Most relyprimarily on fuels that damage the environment and human health,such as locally sourced biomass for cooking, and have little or no accessto electricity [4,5].
∗ Corresponding author at: Department of Physics, Imperial College London, London, UK.
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Organisations that deliver humanitarian support to displaced peo-ple, such as the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UN-HCR), typically use diesel generators to power their institutional func-tions within camps: this has high costs and results in significant harmfulgreenhouse gas (GHG) emissions [6]. Renewables-based mini-grids areincreasingly being deployed in Sub-Saharan Africa to provide electricityaccess to rural communities [7] and also offer great potential to be usedin camps to reduce fuel usage, as well as provide electricity access fordisplaced people where a connection to the national grid may not beaffordable or even permitted [8–10].Hybrid mini-grids – independent systems which combine renew-ables, battery storage and dispatched generation such as diesel to servelocal electricity demands – are often more economical at high levelsof reliability than those supplied either by solar photovoltaics (PV) or
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Nomenclature

Abbreviations

AC Alternating currentARC American Refugee CommitteeCC Cycle chargingCD Combined DispatchCLOVER Continuous Lifetime Optimisa-tion of Variable Electricity Re-sourcesCRRF Comprehensive RefugeeResponse FrameworkDC Direct currentESMAP Energy Sector Management As-sistance ProgramgCO2eq Grams of carbon dioxide equiva-lentGHG Greenhouse gasGPA Global Platform for ActionHEED Humanitarian Engineering andEnergy for DisplacementkWh Kilowatt hourkWp Kilowatt peakLCOE Levelised cost of electricityLCUE Levelised cost of used electricityLF Load followingMINEMA Ministry in Charge of EmergencyManagementNGO Non-governmental organisationNPC Net present costPV PhotovoltaicsRE4R Renewable Energy for RefugeesRWF Rwandan FrancsSDG Sustainable Development GoalsSOC State of ChargetCO2eq Tonnes of carbon dioxide equiv-alentUNHCR The United Nations High Com-missioner for RefugeesVRM Victron Remote Management
Notations and Units

Energyfrom PV 𝐸𝑃𝑉 (kWh)balance 𝐸𝐵𝑎𝑙 (kWh)from diesel to battery (max) 𝐸𝐷𝐵𝑎𝑡
𝑚𝑎𝑥 (kWh)from diesel to battery 𝐸𝐷
𝐵𝑎𝑡 (kWh)from PV to battery 𝐸𝑃𝑉
𝐵𝑎𝑡 (kWh)from PV used directly 𝐸𝑃𝑉
𝑑𝑖𝑟 (kWh)Storage capacity 𝐵 (kWh)Dieselcapacity 𝐷 (kW)times 𝐷𝑜𝑛(𝑡) ({0,1})load factor, min 𝛤 , 𝛤𝑚𝑖𝑛 (%)max, min output 𝐸𝐷
𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝐸𝐷

𝑚𝑎𝑥 (kWh)Diesel threshold SOC 𝑆𝑇ℎ𝑟(𝑡) (%)
diesel alone [11,12]. Appropriately sizing the components of hybridmini-grid systems is important for both cost efficiency and ensuringsystem reliability [13]. Furthermore, how mini-grids are operated can
2

Energy from source 𝑖 𝑆𝑖(𝑡) (kWh)Monitored load 𝐿𝑀 (𝑡) (kWh)mean 𝜇𝑀
ℎ (kWh)standard deviation 𝜎𝑀ℎ (kWh)Business load 𝐿𝐵
𝑁 (𝑡) (kWh)of type 𝑏 𝐿𝑏
𝑛(𝑡) (kWh)Total load 𝐿𝑇
𝑁 (𝑡) (kWh)Cost (total) 𝐶𝑇 ($)of type 𝑗 in year 𝑛 𝐶𝑗
𝑛 (kWh)Discounted energy 𝐸𝑇
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑐 (kWh)LCUE 𝐿 ($/kWh)Battery health 𝐻𝑘(𝑡) (%)cycle life 𝜉𝑘 (–)Probability generator is on 𝑃𝐺(𝑡) (–)Energy of load 𝐸𝐿 (kWh)unmet 𝐸𝑈 (kWh)of diesel (surplus) 𝐸𝐷
𝑆𝑢𝑟 (kWh)diesel (generated) 𝐸𝐷
𝐺𝑒𝑛 (kWh)supplied by battery 𝐸𝐵
𝑆𝑢𝑝(𝑡) (kWh)Empty capacity 𝐸𝑒𝑐 (kWh)Timestep of simulation 𝑡 (–)C-rate in, out 𝐶𝑖𝑛, 𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑡 (%)State of charge (SOC) 𝑆(𝑡) (%)max, min 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥, 𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛 (%)switch-on, -off 𝑆𝑜𝑛, 𝑆𝑜𝑓𝑓 (%)during quiet hours 𝑆𝑄
𝑜𝑛, 𝑆𝑄

𝑜𝑓𝑓 (%)during diesel hours 𝑆𝐷
𝑜𝑛, 𝑆𝐷

𝑜𝑓𝑓 (%)Synthesised load 𝐿𝑆 (𝑡) (kWh)mean 𝜇𝑆
ℎ (kWh)standard deviation 𝜎𝑆ℎ (kWh)No. businesses in total 𝑁 (–)of type 𝑏 𝑛𝑏 (–)Energy in year 𝑛 𝐸𝑛 (kWh)GHG emissions (total) 𝐺𝑇 (tCO2eq)of type 𝑗 in year 𝑛 𝐺𝑗
𝑛 (tCO2eq)Discount rate 𝑟 (%)Emissions intensity 𝑔 (gCO2eq/kWh)Battery throughput 𝐸𝐵𝑎𝑡
𝐶𝑢𝑚(𝑡) (kWh)depth of discharge 𝛿𝑘 (%)On/off status of generator 𝐺𝑜𝑛(𝑡) ({0,1})

affect their viability: fuel usage and battery degradation may varysignificantly depending on the operational strategy, demand profileand renewable resource availability [14]. Compared to system sizing,research into hybrid mini-grid operation is relatively overlooked.Hybrid mini-grids therefore offer the potential to meet the need forelectricity in displacement situations but, as their deployment is notyet widespread, research is required to evaluate options for their im-plementation and their associated financial and environmental impacts.Furthermore, as their adoption is expected to increase, it is importantto understand in the early stages how best to operate such systems toensure any potential savings are replicated during scale-up.To investigate the convergent issues highlighted above, new re-search should address three main questions:
1. How do present diesel-based electricity systems meet the de-mands of humanitarian actors and with what impacts, and howcould future solar-diesel hybrid systems improve on them?2. How could the operational strategies of hybrid systems be op-
timised, such as through altering generator usage times and
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battery depths of discharge, to minimise costs whilst maintainingthe reliability of supply?3. What is the impact of extending access to the system to newusers, such as refugee businesses?
Informed responses to these questions can contribute our aims ofquantifying the benefits of renewable energy infrastructure in displace-ment settings and providing recommendations to inform the futureimplementation of such systems in similar contexts.We assess the operation and performance of a hybrid solar, dieseland battery mini-grid system installed in Mahama Refugee Camp, thelargest in Rwanda. Using energy modelling and high-resolution mea-sured consumption data, we explore opportunities to reduce operatingcosts of the installed system by increasing the utilisation of renewableenergy and reducing diesel fuel usage, whilst considering the impact onthe lifespan of the batteries. We also evaluate the impact of connectingrefugee business customers to the system, giving estimates of the addi-tional resource needed for different numbers of customers. Finally weconsider a range of possible tariff structures, and the extent to whichthey would mitigate any additional diesel costs arising from supplyingthe business connections. The paper proceeds as follows: Section 2provides the context and literature related to this work, Section 3presents the methodological framework and energy system model usedto simulate the system, Section 4 presents the results of the analysis,and Section 5 summarises our findings and offers recommendations forthis system and future implementation projects.
2. Literature review

2.1. Operating hybrid mini-grids

Three main solutions exist for providing electricity to unservedpopulations: extension of the national grid, isolated and independentlyoperating electricity networks (e.g. mini-grids), or stand-alone systems,with factors such as terrain and population density governing thesuitability of each for a given context [15]. The majority of peoplewithout electricity access live in rural communities [16] that mayhave low population densities or be geographically challenging settingswhich can make grid extension costly on a per-connection basis [17].Mini-grids may therefore be better suited for serving areas that arerelatively densely populated but that are located far from the main grid.Around 50 million people are already connected to mini-grids, withthis number expected to rise tenfold by 2030 [7]. Most new capacity isexpected to be in Sub-Saharan Africa and these mini-grids are increas-ingly incorporating hybrid PV-diesel configurations, in favour of thosepowered solely by fossil fuels [7], and so further research is needed intohow best to implement these hybrid systems to support energy access.For national electricity grids composed of many generators with dif-ferent marginal costs of output, system operators will employ economicdispatch by meeting demand using the available generator(s) with thelowest marginal cost [18]. For a hybrid mini-grid with dispatchedgeneration the aim will also be to meet demand at the lowest marginalcost but, in the absence of an active system operator, using a dispatchstrategy with predetermined settings is often used [14].Dispatch strategies include ‘‘load following’’ (LF) which is wherethe dispatched generator is operated to provide the net remainingdemand if the renewables and batteries are insufficient. Under thisstrategy, the generator is not used to charge the batteries, but onlyto meet the load directly [19]. Alternatively, ‘‘cycle charging’’ (CC)means that the generator is used to charge the batteries, and mayalso meet demand simultaneously. This can have operational benefits:high capacity factors, increased efficiency and therefore reduced fueluse per unit output, and the number of generator starts may also belower, further reducing fuel consumption and maintenance costs [20].CC can reduce the total hours that the generator runs, and can respectthe desire for ‘‘quiet hours’’, as is the case for the system described
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in this paper. However, CC increases the energy throughput of thebattery, increasing degradation and representing a financial burden ifthe batteries must be replaced sooner. Additionally, the strategy mayresult in renewable energy being dumped rather than stored if batterycapacity is used to store dispatched generation instead [14]. Finally a‘‘combined dispatch’’ (CD) strategy, whereby the generator may operateeither as load following and cycle charging under different conditions,is possible and aims to maximise possible benefits of both LF and CCstrategies [19]. This requires a net load threshold to be calculated atwhich it is more costly to discharge the battery than run the dieselgenerator to meet net load. The system then switches between CC andLF modes during operation according to the demand level.The large number of variables that can affect the lifetime cost ofhybrid mini-grids mean there has been significant literature devoted totheir optimal sizing [21–23] and operation [19,24–26]. Much literaturefocuses on the application of different algorithms (such as genetic,particle swarm and heuristic algorithms) to their sizing and operation, acomprehensive review of which is available in Saharia et al. [27]. Forhybrid mini-grid operation that includes CC, important variables arethe points at which the battery state of charge (SOC) is considered lowenough that the dispatched generator will turn on, and high enoughthat it will turn off. These battery SOC ‘‘set points’’ can significantlyaffect the lifetime cost of a system [28,29].In support of understanding the impacts of these variables, manytools have been developed to simulate or optimise the operational strat-egy of hybrid mini-grids. iHOGA uses a genetic optimisation algorithmand can optimise both system size and the battery SOC set points in aCC strategy [30]. HOMER, the widely used commercial tool, can alsobe used with MATLAB link to simulate different user-defined dispatchstrategies that adjust the SOC set points [31]. Hybrid2 offers a widerange of dispatch options but does not have an optimisation func-tion [32]. Importantly for replicable and verifiable academic research,and this work specifically, the software tool used to evaluate differentoperational strategies or parameters should (a) be able to accuratelymodel the real-life system, (b) have a transparent (ideally open-source)code base, and (c) be able to optimise for chosen parameters. Of thesetools none meet all three criteria however another existing energy sys-tem model, CLOVER, can be modified to meet these needs as describedin detail in Section 3.4.Studies that investigate improved operation of hybrid mini-gridsare limited and have mixed findings. Arévalo-Cordero et al. [33]and Ramesh and Saini [34] conclude that a CD strategy offers thelowest cost of electricity, whilst others [19,26,35–37] found the CCstrategy to be the most economical. Das and Zaman [38] find almost nodifference in cost of energy between the three main dispatch strategies.Although Bernal-Agustín et al. [39] in their optimisation of size andoperational strategy found the lowest unit cost of electricity to be froma CD strategy, the CC strategies investigated give the lowest dieselcosts. Few studies adjust the battery SOC set points for operation thatincludes cycle charging, which limits their findings. For those thatdo [14,19,39], different optimal values are found, given variation instorage technology used and the shape of the demand curve. Thesestudies suggest the potential for a study into using a CC strategy toreduce diesel costs under a variety of SOC set points and also itsdependence on the case study under investigation which, given thelack of previous application of this research to displacement settings,highlights a research gap for our work.
2.2. Energy in displacement settings

If the number of people displaced globally continues to rise atthe current rate then there will be more than a quarter of a billionpeople displaced by 2030 [40]. Extreme weather events caused byclimate change are likely to trigger increased involuntary migrationin future years [41], and more than 200 million people could be
internally displaced by climate change alone by 2050 [42] causing
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increased pressure on humanitarian organisations. Protracted crisesoften lead to long-term displacement, averaging 10 years for refugees,with little change to this over the last three decades [43]. Consequently,temporary settlements can be occupied for many years and requireappropriate infrastructure and services to function [44].The vast majority of refugees are hosted in developing countries [2],and often in remote, geographically challenging environments whereaccess to modern energy services is limited [6]. The Moving EnergyInitiative estimated that as many as 20,000 displaced people die peryear as a result of indoor air pollution caused by lack of modern energyservices, mainly for cooking [4]. A lack of electricity, meanwhile, hasan impact on livelihoods as it limits the capacity of displaced people tocarry out income-generating activities that may improve their quality oflife [45,46]. Coupled with the protracted nature of many displacementcontexts, there is therefore a need for long-term solutions to providethe benefits of clean energy access in these settings.More recent recognition of a lack of energy services for displacedpeople has led to a greater focus from relevant organisations and in2018, displaced people were explicitly included in SDG 7 [47]. Insupport of this, the Global Platform for Action on Sustainable Energy inDisplacement Settings (GPA) is an initiative that promotes actions thatenable affordable, sustainable and reliable energy services for displacedpopulations and their host communities and has the support of morethan 50 international organisations and member states [48].Recently, humanitarian organisations have developed targets toreduce their environmental footprint. UNHCR, for example, operatesover 3000 diesel generators powering vital institutional functions suchas health clinics in camps [49]: acknowledging the GHG emissions thatresult from this, UNHCR has introduced initiatives to increase the useof renewable energy and reduce their diesel consumption [50]. Thesehigh-level commitments can provide institutional recognition of theneed for sustainable energy solutions, which can be vital in initiatingimplementation projects in the field.Diesel usage in humanitarian settings is also a significant cost bur-den. Transporting diesel to geographically challenging locations meansthat unit cost of electricity can be several times higher than the gridin a respective host county, and the humanitarian sector as a whole isestimated to spend $400 million per year on diesel fuel for electricitygeneration [6,51]. This expenditure is against a backdrop of fundingdifficulties for agencies working to support displaced people [52]; in2020, for example, UNHCR faced a funding gap of 51% [53]. As-sessing the potential cost savings of reducing the usage of diesel fuelcan therefore provide compelling evidence in support of clean energysolutions.Techno-economic studies offer an insight into addressing the fi-nancial, environmental and humanitarian need for more sustainableelectricity. Frack et al. [54] estimated a payback time of 5.4 years fora solar PV, wind and storage system that replaces diesel generationfor a refugee camp in Juba, South Sudan. Neves et al. [55] calculatedthat incorporating solar PV and batteries with existing diesel yields apayback period of 3.4 years for Mantapala refugee camp in Zambia,with GHG emissions reduced by 55% compared with the baseline ofdiesel alone. Baranda Alonso et al. [9] estimated that to completelydisplace diesel usage at Nyabiheke camp in Rwanda would result in theinitial investment in PV and battery equipment being paid back after6.2 years. A hybrid diesel-solar system, with no storage, that reducesdiesel usage by 32% was found to have a payback period of 0.9 years.A recent study by Baldi et al. [10] applied a macro-level techno-economic modelling approach to assess the energy needs of displacedhouseholds, businesses, and the institutions in 288 refugee settlementsin Sub-Saharan Africa. Using this demand to design renewable energysolutions for each settlement, they found that the upper bound forthe cumulative up-front cost of meeting the total demand would be$1.34 billion and, by deploying PV mini-grids in place of diesel, couldoffset 2.86 MtCO2eq over 20 years. The scale and scope of this study
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ffers great insight into the cumulative potential of solar and hybrid
mini-grids to provide power in displacement settings and, amongstits recommendations, stresses the importance of using reliable andrepresentative data to inform future research.The existing literature shows the potential for renewable energymini-grids but has limitations. The first studies two use bottom-up ap-proaches to estimate the electricity demand, rather than electronicallymonitored data, and all four assess the design of theoretical examplesrather than implemented systems. Furthermore, these studies explorethe configuration of system components but not the optimum opera-tional strategy of a system already in place. As the number of thesesystems installed in displacement settings grows, it will be increasinglyimportant for research to focus not only on design effective systems butalso how to maximise their benefit following implementation.Despite examples of PV reducing diesel usage in camps for displacedpeople there are significant barriers to broader deployment. Most criti-cally, the short-term budgets and uncertainty over how long camps willexist impede the humanitarian sector from deploying more renewablegeneration [4,9,55]. Annual budget cycles prevent investment in thehigher upfront costs of renewable energy technologies, even when theycould save large amounts of money over the lifespan of a camp [55].Involving the private sector can help to overcome some of the issuesaround long-term investments, and organisational commitments arebeginning to be addressed via standard contractual terminology [56]and guarantee mechanisms to de-risk private sector investment [57],but these are yet to be operationalised at scale. Central to this, however,is the necessity to explore and highlight opportunities to achieve orincrease the profitability of these systems for private sector companies,which has not yet been well demonstrated.A further barrier is the sparse data on the current energy sourcesand potential future energy demand of displaced people. This lack ofdata can inhibit the impact of energy interventions: a renewable energysystem may be incorrectly sized, or connected only to a small numberof key users to preserve reliability, but this could limit its benefits andits potential to be extended to other users in the camp, for examplebusinesses or households [3]. It is therefore important to gather datafrom existing systems, understand their technical and economic perfor-mance, and explore opportunities to extend access to displaced peoplethemselves in order to provide critical evidence to scale up sustainableelectricity access in displacement settings [10,46,58].
2.3. Situation in Rwanda and Mahama refugee camp

The Government of Rwanda has ambitious plans for achievingSDG 7. Its plan for universal electrification expects that around half ofnew connections are to be from off-grid solutions, including 10% frommini-grids, which have featured in its electrification strategies since2004 [59]. Rwanda also has a progressive attitude towards refugees:hosting around 127,000 displaced people as of August 2021 [60], theGovernment is an adopter of the New York Declaration for Refugeesand the Comprehensive Refugee Response Framework (CRRF) [61,62].These international agreements acknowledge the protracted situationsthat many displaced people face and aim to integrate them into hostcommunity societies, offering a relatively conducive environment forlong-term sustainable energy solutions.Energy access in refugee camps in Rwanda has been the subject ofrecent research. The Renewable Energy for Refugees (RE4R) Project,a collaboration between an NGO Practical Action and UNHCR, sup-ported sustainable energy solutions in Gihembe, Kigeme and Nyabihekerefugee camps: as part of the initial assessments [63] it found thatenergy access amongst households and businesses was typically belowthe Government’s target of Tier 2, as defined by the ESMAP Multi-Tier Framework [64]. Subsequent studies using those data analysedviability [65] and later diffusion [66] of solar home systems in the threecamps, and monitored the electricity usage of the diesel mini-grid inNyabiheke Camp [67] which was used to inform techno-economic mod-
elling of potential solar and hybrid alternatives [9]. Research by the
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Fig. 1. The health centre at Mahama Refugee Camp with the solar generation on the roof. Photograph courtesy of Arthur Santos and MeshPower Ltd.

Humanitarian Energy and Engineering for Development (HEED) projectalso researched energy access in the same three camps and sharedenergy surveying and monitored data [68]. The project evaluated theperformance of its solar streetlight interventions in the camps [69] andstressed the importance of co-design with displaced communities tomaximise the benefits and energy utilisation of solar interventions forcommunity use [70].This study builds on these works by assessing the case of the largestrefugee camp in Rwanda, Mahama, and investigating the mini-gridwhich recently had solar and battery storage integrated into its system.Mahama Refugee Camp, located in Eastern Province, is home to approx-imately 46,000 refugees who fled conflict in Burundi since 2015 [60].The Ministry in Charge of Emergency Management (MINEMA) and UN-HCR oversee the camp administration and the protection of displacedpeople, whilst critical services are provided by NGO partners. Theinternational nonprofit humanitarian aid organisation Alight, formerlythe American Refugee Committee (ARC), has operated in Rwanda since1994 and are responsible for infrastructure in the camp which includesthe provision of electricity services for institutional users [71].Before the upgrade of the electricity system, power was provided bydiesel generators and available to a restricted group of users includingthe camp administration offices and the health clinic, which providesprimary healthcare services. The provision of electricity in the campwas the responsibility of Alight and the fuel costs were covered byUNHCR, with the users receiving electricity at no cost. MeshPowerLtd., a solar mini-grid company, was contracted by Alight to installPV and battery storage to hybridise the existing system. The capitalexpenditure for hybridising the system was grant-funded by variousdonors with the intent of reducing fuel usage and costs. MeshPoweroperates more than 70 PV mini-grids around Rwanda serving domesticand commercial customers, and a smaller number of institutional users,via direct current (DC) connections for basic energy access and alternat-ing current (AC) connections to support productive and more intensiveelectricity requirements [72]. In December 2019 MeshPower installed18.4 kWp of PV and 78 kWh of battery capacity at the Mahama healthclinic to serve consumers via an AC distribution network (see Figs. 1and 2). For the present study, MeshPower Ltd. provided access to thedata remotely monitored from the system, guidance on its technical andoperational aspects, and potential extension to refugee businesses, buthad no influence on the results, conclusions or recommendations.The electricity system is configured so the that PV and dieselgenerator are used to meet the load, and also to charge the batteries.The diesel generator operates using a CC strategy, with the SOC setpoints dictating when the charging occurs depending on the time ofday. Late at night, noise from the generator must be avoided wherepossible: during these times the SOC set points are configured suchthat the generator is run only in exceptional circumstances when the
5

state of charge of the battery is very low. Earlier in the evening, thesettings ensure that (as required) the generator will charge the batteriesto a higher SOC to provide electricity throughout the night. It is thisrequirement, to compress diesel generator operation into the earlierevening, that partly necessitates a CC strategy.Since the integration of the solar and battery capacity into thesystem in December 2019 the electricity demand has increased toaccommodate additional loads in the health centre (including a recentlyconstructed maternity centre), connections for further offices and thecamp police station, and new street lighting in the nearby area. In ad-dition, refugee businesses in the nearby marketplace will be connectedto the system and supplied with AC power on a commercial basis undera tariff structure, with any additional system fuel costs being coveredby MeshPower.In this paper we consider the different objectives of each of thekey stakeholders: reducing fuel costs and GHG emissions (Alight),ensuring system reliability and optimal performance (MeshPower), pro-viding improved opportunities for livelihoods in the camp (UNHCR,MINEMA and refugee entrepreneurs), and learning how to improve thedesign or operation of such systems in other situations of displacement(academics and the wider practitioner community).
3. Methodology

3.1. Overall approach and aims

Our overall methodology is listed below. Our primary objective wasto reduce the fuel usage of the diesel generator (particularly overnight)by increasing the utilisation of the solar and battery storage capacity,whilst maintaining adequate performance of the system. Our secondaryobjective is to quantify the additional impacts of providing electricityfor refugee businesses. To do this we:
1. Analysed data collected from the Mahama Camp system,2. Modified and used the CLOVER energy system model to emulatethe system operation,3. Quantified the performance, costs and GHGs impacts of (a) theoriginal diesel-only system and (b) the solar-diesel hybrid systemunder its present operational strategy, and (c) the hybrid systemunder a range of potential strategies,4. Evaluated the impact of different numbers of refugee businessconnections to the system.

From these results we drew conclusions and provided recommendationsfor the partners in Mahama Camp and stakeholders the wider energyand humanitarian sectors.
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Fig. 2. A simplified system diagram of the electricity system at Mahama Refugee Camp which shows the original diesel capacity (grey), and the solar PV (yellow) and batterystorage (green) equipment installed by MeshPower Ltd. Arrows indicate the direction of energy flows.

3.2. Analysing data from the mahama system

Electricity usage and operational data from the Mahama system isremotely monitored and stored via the Victron Remote Management(VRM) energy monitoring platform. Data is recorded at a minute orhour resolution, with the latter used in this analysis for congruence withour modelling approach. The data is segregated by the energy source(diesel generator, PV or battery storage) and destination (consumers orbattery charging).We used the total load supplied by the system from all sources,which was monitored from 1 January 2020 to 31 December 2020,to synthesise the load profile for institutional users. First we derivedthe mean and standard deviation of the monitored data for each hourof the day. To synthesise a new load profile as an input for themodelling process, we selected values from a normal distribution forthe corresponding hour of the day for each hour of a five-year period.This yields a profile which emulates the hourly variation of the originalmonitored data, but is seasonally invariant. Our process is described indetail in the Supplementary Information (B.1.1).
3.3. Load profiles of refugee businesses

In addition to the load profile of the institutional energy usersin Mahama Camp we also consider the additional loads of refugee-owned and -operated businesses in the nearby camp marketplace. Wedo this by considering several cumulative load profiles for a total of
𝑁 business connections, which allows us to evaluate the impact ofextending electricity access at different scales. A full description ofhow the business load profiles were constructed is available in theSupplementary Information B.1.2.We used a qualitative survey of 142 refugee business, conductedin Mahama in January 2019, to provide an indication of the types ofbusinesses operating in the camp [73]. This allowed us to estimatethe existing distribution of business types and those to be modelledin this work. Monitored electricity use data from refugee businessesin the camp was not available, as they did not have connections tomonitor, and so to derive the load profiles of the businesses we used
6

Table 1The breakdown of the businesses in the marketplace in Mahama Camp found by thesurveys (‘‘Survey %’’), the simplified proportions used in this work (‘‘Modelling %’’),and a description of their operations.Business type Survey % Modelling % Description
Bar/Restaurant 48 50 Food, refreshments and entertainmentShop 24 15 Sells food and small itemsTailor 7 10 Clothes production and repairHair salon 8 10 Hairdressing and barber servicesDevice repair 4 – Electronic and device repair servicesMoney transfer 7 – Accounting and money transferservicesCinema 2 5 Television, football matches and filmsWorkshop – 10 Welding and device repair services

data from 19 businesses provided by MeshPower Ltd. These businesscustomers are served by a mini-grid operated by MeshPower in thevillage of Gitaraga, situated in a rural area outside of the Rwandancapital Kigali. Businesses in this site are similar to those found inthe camp and in other displacement situations [46,63]. Their energyusage has been monitored by MeshPower as part of their usual businessoperations and are considered representative of both refugee businessesand future MeshPower customers. Data from the Gitaraga site wasprocessed similarly to that in Section 3.2 to calculate the hourly meansand standard deviations of each business type [74].Table 1 gives a breakdown of the types of businesses operating inthe Mahama marketplace found by the surveys (‘‘Survey %’’) and thesimplified proportions used in our model to ensure integer numbersof businesses (‘‘Modelling %’’). The proportions of shops and moneytransfer agents were reduced slightly in favour of an increase in theproportion of workshops (also including phone and device repairs), cin-emas and tailors to better reflect the potential makeup of a marketplacewith increased access to electricity.We consider the synthesised system load profile with low, mediumand high levels of business connections, corresponding to 𝑁 ∈ {20,
50, 100}. In alignment with the UNHCR goal of providing Tier 2 electric-ity access to displaced households, the magnitudes of the synthesisedload profiles were scaled to provide 200 Wh per day for each business
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Fig. 3. A flowchart outlining the dispatchable diesel algorithm used in the energy system modelling.

user whilst the relative temporal variation remained the same. This mayoverestimate the energy use of businesses, as those in Gitaraga regularlyused less than this amount [74], but nonetheless represents the energyrequirements necessary to meet this Tier 2 goal.
3.4. Modelling diesel generation

As presented in Section 2.1, the software tool used in academicresearch should model the real-life system faithfully, should have anopen-source code base available to others to replicate the study, andshould be able to optimise for chosen parameters. Following theseprinciples we adapted an existing open-source energy model that wedeveloped and previously used, CLOVER1 (‘‘Continuous Lifetime Op-timisation of Variable Electricity Resources’’) [75,76], to emulate thesystem at Mahama Refugee Camp. These new modifications enabledus to satisfy the first criterion, with the latter two already met bythe existing modelling framework. Making these changes, described inthis section, allowed us to simulate and explore the impacts of manydifferent operational strategies before implementing any changes inpractice, avoiding causing potential outages or disruption on the realsystem.
1 https://github.com/clover-energy/CLOVER
7

The CLOVER model is written in Python and can be used to simulateand optimise off-grid energy systems that comprise any combination ofsolar photovoltaics, battery storage, diesel back-up and an intermittentnational grid connection [9,74,77,78]. We adapted the CLOVER modelto introduce novel functionalities representative of the operation of theMahama system. The new functionality means that the use of the dieselgenerator can be modelled using a CC dispatch strategy and that thespecific SOC set points determining whether the generator will run canvary in different parts of the day (see Fig. 3). The following subsectionsmathematically outline the general operation of the model and thenew capabilities integrated for this research. The accompanying codeis available on Github2. For clarity this description does not includetransmission and conversion efficiencies, or the degradation of batteriesor solar panels, but these are accounted for in the model code.
3.4.1. Creation of energy balance profileCLOVER uses the coordinates of the system location, the user-specified PV capacity, and its orientation (tilt and azimuth) to extracthourly solar generation data from the Renewables.ninja API. Renew-ables.ninja uses reanalysis data from the MERRA-2 dataset [79] and

2 https://github.com/hamishbeath/CLOVER

https://github.com/clover-energy/CLOVER
https://Renewables.ninja
https://github.com/hamishbeath/CLOVER
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Table 2Technical inputs for CLOVER simulations which were fixed.Item Value Unit
Diesel capacity (𝐷) 13.0 kWDiesel minimum load factor (𝛤𝑚𝑖𝑛) 35 %Diesel fuel consumption 0.31 L/kW/hBattery capacity (𝐵) 78 kWhBattery charging C-rate (𝐶𝑖𝑛) 0.13 /hBattery discharging C-rate (𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑡) 0.2 /hBattery leakage 0.13 %/hBattery conversion efficiency (in) 96 %Battery conversion efficiency (out) 96 %PV capacity 18.4 kWp

Table 3Example technical inputs which varied between simulations.Item Value Unit
Diesel hours (𝐷𝑜𝑛(𝑡) = 1) 18:00–00:00 Time of dayDiesel hours switch-on SOC (𝑆𝐷

𝑜𝑛) 65 %Diesel hours switch-off SOC (𝑆𝐷
𝑜𝑓𝑓 ) 95 %Quiet hours switch-on SOC (𝑆𝑄
𝑜𝑛) 45 %Quiet hours switch-off SOC (𝑆𝑄
𝑜𝑓𝑓 ) 65 %

provides the estimated hourly solar generation profile for the systemlocation, 𝐸𝑃𝑉 (𝑡).CLOVER uses an hourly load profile 𝐸𝐿(𝑡), generated as describedin Sections 3.2 and 3.3, and 𝐸𝑃𝑉 (𝑡) to create an hourly energy balanceprofile, 𝐸𝐵𝑎𝑙(𝑡), for the simulation period:
𝐸𝐵𝑎𝑙(𝑡) = 𝐸𝑃𝑉 (𝑡) − 𝐸𝐿(𝑡) (1)

The resultant 𝐸𝐵𝑎𝑙(𝑡) represents the deficit or surplus of energy whenconsidering the load and PV generation only. If positive there is surplusenergy which may be stored, depending on the battery SOC; if negativethere is an energy deficit which may be satisfied by energy in thebattery or from diesel generators under certain conditions. If energy isavailable from neither source then there is unmet energy for that hour,
𝐸𝑈 (𝑡) > 0, and the model records a blackout.

𝐸𝐵𝑎𝑙(𝑡) is used to simulate how the system will operate over itslifetime once the battery storage capacity 𝐵 and the diesel generatingcapacity 𝐷, and their respective settings for operation, are considered.The inputs which are the same for every simulation are given inTable 2.
3.4.2. Determining the inclusion of the diesel generatorTo determine whether diesel generation is used in any given hour,
𝑡, the model checks whether the battery SOC 𝑆(𝑡) is within a specifiedrange (see Table 3), which varies on the time on the time of day, andwhether the diesel generator was used in the previous hour 𝑡 − 1.The SOC set points 𝑆𝑜𝑛(𝑡) and 𝑆𝑜𝑓𝑓 (𝑡) represent the levels at whichthe generator will turn on and off and can be different dependingon the hour of the day. During certain times the generator may beprogrammed to turn on at a higher state of charge, and thereforemay be more likely to run than outside of those times. We refer to‘‘diesel’’ hours (when the state of charge threshold is higher than usual)and ‘‘quiet’’ hours (all other times) to distinguish these two periods.Each has the relevant on and off set points 𝑆𝐷

𝑜𝑛, 𝑆𝐷
𝑜𝑓𝑓 and 𝑆𝑄

𝑜𝑛, 𝑆𝑄
𝑜𝑓𝑓respectively.Using the times of day set for ‘‘diesel’’ and ‘‘quiet’’ hours (seeTable 3), CLOVER generates a binary profile 𝐷𝑜𝑛(𝑡) for the entiresimulation. The profile 𝐷𝑜𝑛(𝑡) is used to attribute the relevant set pointsto each hour 𝑡. The minimum permitted state of charge, below whichthe diesel generator must turn on, is given by 𝑆𝑜𝑛(𝑡) where

𝑆𝑜𝑛(𝑡) =

{

𝑆𝐷
𝑜𝑛 if 𝐷𝑜𝑛(𝑡) = 1
𝑄 (2)
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𝑆𝑜𝑛 otherwise
and likewise the switch-off state of charge 𝑆𝑜𝑓𝑓 (𝑡), which must beexceeded if the generator was running in the previous hour in orderto charge the battery adequately, is given by
𝑆𝑜𝑓𝑓 (𝑡) =

{

𝑆𝐷
𝑜𝑓𝑓 if 𝐷𝑜𝑛(𝑡) = 1

𝑆𝑄
𝑜𝑓𝑓 otherwise (3)

The battery SOC threshold, below which the diesel generator willun, is 𝑆𝑇ℎ𝑟(𝑡). During the hourly simulation (see Fig. 2), to determinehich value – 𝑆𝑜𝑛(𝑡) or 𝑆𝑜𝑓𝑓 (𝑡) – is the appropriate one for 𝑆𝑇ℎ𝑟(𝑡), theodel checks whether the diesel generator was running in the previousour by evaluating the value of diesel energy used by the batteriesn the most recent time-step, 𝐸𝐷
𝑏𝑎𝑡(𝑡 − 1). The SOC threshold 𝑆𝑇ℎ𝑟(𝑡) isherefore defined by

𝑇ℎ𝑟(𝑡) =
{

𝑆𝑜𝑓𝑓 (𝑡) if 𝐸𝐷
𝑏𝑎𝑡(𝑡 − 1) > 0

𝑆𝑜𝑛(𝑡) otherwise (4)
.4.3. Simulation process for hours when diesel not runningFor hours where 𝑆(𝑡) > 𝑆𝑇ℎ𝑟(𝑡), then the diesel generator will notun. The energy balance 𝐸𝐵𝑎𝑙(𝑡) then represents the potential flow ofnergy to (if positive) or from (if negative) the battery. This flows constrained by the charging and discharging C-rates, 𝐶𝑖𝑛 and 𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑡espectively, which are evaluated over the hour-long period for eachimestep. The model first establishes the battery energy flow for theour, 𝐸𝐹 𝑙𝑤

𝐵𝑎𝑡 (𝑡), under the conditions
𝐹 𝑙𝑤
𝐵𝑎𝑡 (𝑡) =

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

𝐵 𝐶𝑖𝑛 if 𝐸𝐵𝑎(𝑡) > 𝐵 𝐶𝑖𝑛
−𝐵 𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑡 if 𝐸𝐵𝑎(𝑡) < −𝐵 𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝐸𝐵𝑎𝑙(𝑡) otherwise (5)

The battery energy flow 𝐸𝐹 𝑙𝑤
𝐵𝑎𝑡 is added to the amount of energy in thebatteries for the previous hour 𝐸𝐵(𝑡−1) to give 𝐸𝐵(𝑡), ensuring that thebattery energy level stays within the minimum and maximum storagelevels 𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛 and 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 and is given by

𝐸𝐵(𝑡) =

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛𝐵 if 𝐸𝐵(𝑡 − 1) + 𝐸𝐹 𝑙𝑤
𝐵𝑎𝑡 (𝑡) < 𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛𝐵

𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐵 if 𝐸𝐵(𝑡 − 1) + 𝐸𝐹 𝑙𝑤
𝐵𝑎𝑡 (𝑡) > 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐵

𝐸𝐵(𝑡 − 1) + 𝐸𝐹 𝑙𝑤
𝐵𝑎𝑡 (𝑡) Otherwise (6)

Any energy that cannot be stored due to the energy in the battery 𝐸𝐵(𝑡)or state of charge 𝑆(𝑡) exceeding the maximum 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 is dumped. Thecalculation of unmet energy is described later.The battery energy supplied 𝐸𝐵
𝑆𝑢𝑝(𝑡) is calculated, with non-zerovalues recorded for when the energy balance for the hour 𝐸𝐵𝑎𝑙(𝑡) isegative, i.e. when the battery is discharging energy, given by

𝐵
𝑆𝑢𝑝(𝑡) =

{

𝐸𝐵(𝑡 − 1) − 𝐸𝐵𝑎(𝑡) if 𝐸𝐵𝑎(𝑡) < 0
0 otherwise (7)

3.4.4. Simulation process for hours when diesel is runningWhen 𝑆(𝑡) < 𝑆𝑇ℎ𝑟(𝑡) the diesel generator will run. The amountf energy generated by the diesel generator to charge the batteriesepends on three factors: the empty usable capacity remaining in theatteries, 𝐸𝑒𝑐 (𝑡); the maximum diesel energy that can go from the dieselenerator into the batteries, 𝐸𝐷𝐵𝑎𝑡
𝑚𝑎𝑥 , and the minimum load factor of theenerator, 𝛤𝑚𝑖𝑛.The presently-unused capacity 𝐸𝑒𝑐 (𝑡) is calculated using the totaltorage capacity 𝐵, the state of charge 𝑆(𝑡), and the maximum state ofharge permitted for the batteries 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥, such that

𝑒𝑐 (𝑡) = 𝐵 (𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑆(𝑡)) (8)
Depending on the system configuration the maximum diesel energyhat can go into the batteries in one hour, 𝐸𝐷𝐵𝑎𝑡

𝑚𝑎𝑥 , is constrained eithery the maximum diesel generator output (𝐸𝐷
𝑚𝑎𝑥, the energy provided byhe total diesel capacity 𝐷 running for one hour) or the input battery-rate, 𝐵 𝐶𝑖𝑛, whichever is smaller, such that

𝐷𝐵𝑎𝑡 = min
{

𝐵 𝐶 ,𝐸𝐷 } (9)
𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑖𝑛 𝑚𝑎𝑥
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The minimum load factor 𝛤𝑚𝑖𝑛, and the maximum energy 𝐸𝐷
𝑚𝑎𝑥 thatinstalled diesel capacity 𝐷 can produce in one hour determine theminimum possible output of the generator 𝐸𝐷

𝑚𝑖𝑛 via
𝐸𝐷
𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 𝛤𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝐸𝐷

𝑚𝑎𝑥 (10)
Given the above, the amount of energy supplied from the generatorand used to charge the batteries 𝐸𝐷

𝑏𝑎𝑡(𝑡) is given by
𝐸𝐷
𝑏𝑎𝑡(𝑡) = min

{

𝐸𝑒𝑐 (𝑡), 𝐸𝐷𝐵𝑎𝑡
𝑚𝑎𝑥

} (11)
When the empty capacity 𝐸𝑒𝑐 (𝑡) < 𝐸𝐷

𝑚𝑖𝑛 some diesel energy generatedis not used by the batteries and is either dumped or used to meetunmet demand. The value of the energy used to charge the batteriesfrom the diesel generator, 𝐸𝐷
𝐵𝑎𝑡(𝑡), is added to the amount of energy inthe batteries from the previous hour, 𝐸𝐵(𝑡− 1), to give an initial valuefor the amount of energy in the batteries for the current hour, 𝐸𝐵

𝐼 (𝑡),following the diesel charging.When the maximum diesel energy that can go into the batteries islimited by the battery C-rate then any surplus solar energy is dumped.The initial battery energy 𝐸𝐵
𝐼 (𝑡) is confirmed as the final battery energylevel for the hour, 𝐸𝐵(𝑡). When battery charging is instead limitedby the maximum diesel output then it may be possible to charge thebatteries further. Not yet considering 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥, the model calculates theenergy that could be taken from the PV to the batteries, 𝐸𝑃𝑉

𝐵𝑎𝑡 (𝑡), via
𝐸𝑃𝑉
𝐵𝑎𝑡 (𝑡) = min

{

𝐸𝐵𝑎(𝑡), 𝐵 𝐶𝑖𝑛 − 𝐸𝐷
𝑚𝑎𝑥

} (12)
The PV energy that can go into the battery, 𝐸𝑃𝑉

𝐵𝑎𝑡 (𝑡), is then added tothe initial battery energy, 𝐸𝐵
𝐼 (𝑡), to evaluate the final value for batteryenergy, 𝐸𝐵(𝑡). This is calculated considering the additional energy fromthe PV panels, 𝐸𝑃𝑉

𝐵𝑎𝑡 (𝑡), and the maximum state of charge, 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥, of thebattery via
𝐸𝐵(𝑡) = min

{

𝐸𝐵
𝐼 (𝑡) + 𝐸𝑃𝑉

𝐵𝑎𝑡 (𝑡), 𝐵 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥
} (13)

Any fraction of 𝐸𝐵𝑎𝑙(𝑡) that it is not possible to store in the batteriesdue to either the maximum input permitted by the C-rate 𝐶𝑖𝑛 or themaximum state of charge 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 being exceeded, is dumped.Given that the batteries are being charged in hours when the dieselgenerator is running, they do not supply energy and the model recordsthe energy supplied from the battery for the hour 𝐸𝐵
𝑆𝑢𝑝(𝑡) as zero.

3.4.5. Calculating energy met by each sourceThe energy that meets demand can come from solar directly, 𝐸𝑃𝑉
𝑑𝑖𝑟 (𝑡),the battery storage (itself supplied by PV or diesel), 𝐸𝐵

𝑆𝑢𝑝(𝑡), or fromsurplus diesel generation, 𝐸𝐷
𝑠𝑢𝑟(𝑡), during hours when the diesel gener-ator is used to charge the batteries. 𝐸𝑃𝑉

𝑑𝑖𝑟 (𝑡) is calculated using the loadprofile 𝐸𝐿(𝑡) and the PV generation 𝐸𝑃𝑉 (𝑡), and is given by
𝐸𝑃𝑉
𝑑𝑖𝑟 (𝑡) = min

{

𝐸𝑃𝑉 (𝑡), 𝐸𝐿(𝑡)
} (14)

The surplus diesel available is calculated using the maximum dieseloutput, 𝐸𝐷
𝑚𝑎𝑥, and the diesel energy already used to charge the battery,

𝐸𝐷
𝐵𝑎𝑡(𝑡), via

𝐸𝐷
𝑠𝑢𝑟(𝑡) =

{

𝐸𝐷
𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑡) − 𝐸𝐷

𝐵𝑎𝑡(𝑡) if 𝐸𝐷
𝐵𝑎𝑡(𝑡) > 0

0 otherwise (15)
The unmet energy 𝐸𝑈 (𝑡) is the load energy 𝐸𝐿(𝑡) that remains when allavailable energy resources have been considered for each hour and iscalculated after the simulation is complete. The total available energyis given by
𝐸𝑇 𝑜𝑡(𝑡) = 𝐸𝑃𝑉

𝑑𝑖𝑟 (𝑡) + 𝐸𝐵
𝑠𝑢𝑝(𝑡) + 𝐸𝐷

𝑠𝑢𝑟(𝑡) (16)
and so the unmet energy profile 𝐸𝑈 (𝑡) is given by
𝐸𝑈 (𝑡) = max

{

𝐸𝐿(𝑡) − 𝐸𝑇 𝑜𝑡(𝑡), 0
} (17)

and is reported as positive by convention.
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3.4.6. Calculating diesel energy generatedTo accurately estimate diesel fuel consumption, a profile of totaldiesel energy generated 𝐸𝐷
𝐺𝑒𝑛(𝑡) is needed. This differs from the dieselenergy used when the required energy from diesel would result in aload factor below the minimum load factor of the generator, 𝛤𝑚𝑖𝑛, andits resultant minimum diesel output 𝐸𝐷

𝑚𝑖𝑛. 𝐸𝐷
𝐺𝑒𝑛 is therefore given by

𝐸𝐷
𝐺𝑒𝑛(𝑡) =

{

max
{

𝐷 𝛤𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝐸𝐷
𝐵𝑎𝑡(𝑡) + 𝐸𝐷

𝑠𝑢𝑟(𝑡)
} if 𝐸𝐷

𝐵𝑎𝑡(𝑡) > 0
0 otherwise (18)

with the second case governing when the diesel generator is not inuse. Once the simulation model has completed, the hourly profilesgenerated are used for the system analysis and appraisal.
3.5. System analysis and appraisal

3.5.1. System performance and impactsThe primary financial metric we use is the net present cost (NPC,in 2020 US dollars) and, in particular, the differences in NPC as aresult of different in fuel costs in systems with different operationalstrategies. The NPC includes equipment, fuel, maintenance and othercosts over the lifetime of the system and is subject to a discountrate to account for the time-varying value of money. Analogously, wecalculate the cumulative lifetime GHG emissions (non-discounted) fromall sources, measured in metric tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent(tCO2eq). Mathematical descriptions of these metrics, and the others weuse, are given in the Supplementary Information B.2 with the cost andenvironmental impact input data shown in Tables 7 and 8 respectively.Considering the amount of energy used by the system, we also cal-culate the per-unit impacts of electricity with the levelised cost of usedelectricity (LCUE, $/kWh). This measure is similar to the levelised costof electricity (LCOE) but explicitly accounts only for electricity usedby customers, rather than unused over-generation from PV [17,75,78].We also calculate the emissions intensity of electricity, measured ingCO2eq/kWh.Battery degradation is assessed as the amount of energy that hasbeen supplied by the battery as a proportion of the total that would beexpected during its lifetime (dependent on the number of cycles at agiven depth of discharge) [80–82]. As battery capacity degrades overtime this measure, 𝐻 , scales linearly from 𝐻 = 0% when the battery isnew to 𝐻 = 100% when the battery has degraded to 80% of its originalcapacity, defined to be the end of its useful life.Finally, we assess the overall performance of the diesel generatorvia the average probability that it is in use during a given hour of theday 𝑃𝐺(𝑡) and its average load factor 𝛤 .
3.5.2. Identifying the optimum operational strategiesTo compare a range of alternative strategies we altered two keycriteria: the SOC set points at which the diesel generator is used, andthe times at which these are in effect.We modelled the same system over the same five-year period butwith five depths of discharge: in the evening these ranged from aswitch-on SOC of 50% to 70%, and in the daytime from 30% to 65%,each in 5% increments. For each set of SOC parameters we varied thetimes of the more restrictive evening period, with start times 17:00 to21:00 and end times from 22:00 to 04:00 (presently 18:00–02:00 forthe original strategy). Each combination of start and end times wasmodelled for each set of SOC parameters. Including the original SOCparameters (90% and 65%) this totalled 260 simulations.From these simulations we selected an optimum ‘‘alternative strat-egy’’ which both reduces costs and avoids frequently reaching a lowSOC, defined below 40% occurring more than once per week (14.3%of days), and never below 30%. This was informed by the operational
advice provided by MeshPower Ltd.
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3.5.3. Assessing the impacts of connecting business customersFinally we assess the potential impacts of connecting 20, 50 or 100refugee businesses and the increase in costs and GHGs, relative to thosefor the institutional loads only, under the alternative operating strategy,and also the original strategy for comparison. We then applied each offour potential tariff structures which are assumed to be paid by thebusinesses:
1. The current grid tariff in Rwanda of 89 RWF/kWh ($0.09/kWh)for consumers using 0–15 kWh/month,2. A representative mini-grid tariff with a daily fee of 30 RWF($0.03) plus usage tariffs of 400 RWF/kWh ($0.40/kWh) in thedaytime and 600 RWF/kWh ($0.60/kWh) at night,3. A usage-based tariff that will break even against the increase indiesel costs resulting from the business connections,4. A daily fee-based tariff that will break even against the increasein diesel costs.

Tariffs 1 and 2 would offer the greatest parity with the host community,depending on whether they are connected to the national grid or aprivately-operated mini-grid. Tariff 2 is similar to those used by themini-grid operator MeshPower Ltd. in other rural communities andfrom which the demand profiles were constructed. Tariffs 3 and 4 arecalculated to exactly offset the additional fuel costs incurred by thebusiness users. These allow a simple consideration of the minimumtariff required for the operator to break even.
4. Results and discussion

4.1. Input data and load profiles

4.1.1. Institutional and business loadsThe energy demand monitored from the existing system servinginstitutional loads is shown in Fig. 4 for the period from 1 Januaryto 31 December 2020. The daily total energy demand is shown inFig. 4(a), with both the monitored sum (translucent) and five-day mov-ing average (solid). Two breaks in data collection occurred as a result ofminor system faults during which time the system was nonoperationaland so data was not recorded, resulting in 1.9% downtime. Total day-to-day demand is relatively consistent throughout, at 70.1 ± 10.0 kWhper day, but with a maximum daily demand of 96.9 kWh and aminimum of 46.7 kWh recorded during the one-year period.Fig. 4(b) shows the hourly load profile of the monitored data as aseries of box and whisker plots. The lower, central and upper bars ofthe boxes correspond to the first, second (median) and third quartilesof the data whilst the whiskers show the extent of values outside of1.5 times the interquartile range, with values beyond these limits notshown for clarity. Monitored electricity demand typically falls within arange of 2–3 kW during the nighttime and 3–4 kW during the daytime,with much greater variability during the day.Fig. 4(c) shows the mean synthesised daily load profile of the system(red solid line) which maintains the temporal profile of the monitoreddata with higher demand during the daytime. Fig. 4(c) shows theadditional load of 20, 50 and 100 refugee business connections (blackdotted, green dash-dotted and blue dashed lines respectively) in eachscenario, using the breakdown of the types of businesses shown inTable 1. The average load profile for the connected businesses is con-centrated during the daytime with demand amongst businesses peakingin the evening to prolong opening hours after sunset (around 18:00),after which it decreases overnight. The average of the peaks, above thebaseline existing load, is around 350 W, 900 W and 1.8 kW for thelow, medium and high connection scenarios. Electricity demand frombusiness during the night is negligible. These load profiles are matchedto the operating patterns of the businesses in the camp: while smallshops might be open from early in the morning, other businesses withhigher-power appliances such as hair salons typically operate aroundmidday and the afternoon, whilst bars and restaurants stay open into
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the evening.
4.1.2. Overnight energy useAltering the operational strategy of the diesel generator could affectthe usage of the battery storage; this could have a pronounced effectovernight when the energy cannot be replenished by solar, potentiallynecessitating the use of the diesel generator once again and nullifyingany fuel reduction benefits. In addition to the overall daily load profile,it is therefore important to assess whether typical energy use overnightcould be satisfied via the storage alone, and to what extent the SOClimits may need to be altered to accommodate it.Fig. 5 shows the cumulative overnight electricity demand remaininguntil sunrise (blue) and cumulative demand since sunrise (green) foreach day of the monitored data. When solar generation is unavailable(typically 18:00 to 6:00), around 25–40 kWh of electricity (equivalentto around 30%–50% of the battery capacity) is required to meet theneeds of the health centre and offices. A further 10–15 kWh (10%–20% of the battery capacity) would be required to power the systemuntil 10:00 the following morning, for example, if solar generation werelower than expected owing to cloudy weather. For the highest-demandevenings an additional 10 kWh may be required to supply the systemovernight.The storage capacity is technically capable of supplying this amountof energy but not permitted to do so by the operating strategy. Thecurrent strategy used by the system initiates the usage of the dieselgenerator when the battery SOC falls below 90% between 18:00–02:00,or 65% thereafter, resulting in regular usage. As Fig. 5 suggests, ifthese SOC set points could be lowered then it may be possible to usebattery energy alone to meet the overnight demands of the system. Thisnecessitates an evaluation of the potential operating strategies and SOCset points to assess the optimal configuration.
4.2. Investigation of diesel operation strategies

4.2.1. The diesel-only system and original strategyTo establish a baseline against which to assess the hybrid system,and its possible operation strategies, we first evaluated the performanceof the original diesel-only system under the synthesised institutionalload profile. We found that using diesel generation only, over a five-year period, yielded a total diesel fuel cost of $56,200. Considering thelogistical issues in transporting diesel fuel to remote locations such asrefugee camps [67] this may underestimate the true cost. We found thesystem has a high environmental impact with an emissions intensityof 1182 gCO2eq/kWh and GHG emissions of 168 tCO2eq over thefive-year period. Over a 15-year time horizon, the emissions intensityremains the same and the GHG emissions increases proportionally to504 tCO2eq, as no new capital expenditure is assumed.We then modelled the performance and impacts of the hybridsystem – following the installation of the solar and battery equipment– under its original strategy. During the ‘‘diesel hours’’ (18.00–02.00)the batteries were permitted to discharge just 10% of their availablecapacity, leaving 90% of the stored energy in the batteries but notavailable to be used. Below this threshold the diesel generator would beengaged to meet the loads and fully recharge the storage. During theremaining ‘‘quiet hours’’ the batteries were permitted to discharge amaximum of 35%, at which point the diesel charges them to 85% SOC.This strategy, designed to prevent excessive battery drainage overnightand to avoid potential damage from deep cycling, meant the generatorwould run almost exclusively during the diesel hours only. On average,this resulted in the diesel generator operating for 4.02 h between18:00–02:00, and just 0.06 h during the quiet hours after 02:00. In thediesel-only system, the generator was required to run continuously tomeet demand.The hybrid system with the original operating strategy resulted indiesel costs of just $14,700 over five years, a reduction of $41,500(74%) compared to the diesel-only system. The total GHG emissionsfrom fuel use were reduced by the same percentage, as expected, to
44 tCO2eq, and the emissions intensity fell by 45% to 651 gCO2eq/kWh.
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Fig. 4. Monitored energy demand of the Mahama camp system, showing (a) daily total energy demand and (b) hourly energy demand distributions, and (c) synthesised profilesof the institutional load and scenarios with 20, 50 and 100 business connections.
Fig. 5. Monitored night energy demand remaining until sunrise (blue) and energydemand since sunrise (green) in Mahama camp system. Energy demand is representedin kWh (left) and as a percentage of the battery capacity installed (right). Outliers arenot shown for clarity.

The reduction is more modest than the reduction from emissions fromdiesel fuel due to the embedded emissions of the added renewableinfrastructure (see Table 8). When considering a longer 15-year timeperiod we find that the emissions intensity decreases substantially to436 gCO2eq/kWh.This analysis focuses predominantly on fuel costs, and the potentialof the system to reduce them, using solar and battery equipment whichis already in place at Mahama Refugee Camp. This treats the initialinvestment in capital equipment as a sunk cost to directly focus onfuture savings, given that the equipment has already been installed.Calculating the LCUE for each system, however, offers an assessmentof the overall costs of electricity inclusive of the costs of the grant-funded capital equipment, the prices of which are shown in Table 7, fora total equipment cost at the time of installation of $42,700. The diesel-only system was found to have an LCUE of $0.60/kWh over five years,
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while the LCUE of the hybrid system was $0.61/kWh. Consideringinstead a fifteen-year period the diesel LCUE is the same, as it is tied tothe ongoing use of fuel, but the renewable equipment would generatemore energy to pay off its initial investment, reducing the LCUE to$0.42/kWh.No additional equipment is considered to be installed during the15-year period, reflective of the lifetime many of the system assets,however, expected battery lifetimes are typically shorter. Whilst thebattery does not degrade below its recommended minimum capacityfor replacement in our simulation, our model of battery degradationdoes not take into account other factors affecting battery performance(see the Supplementary Information B.2). As opposed to our main focuson five-year time periods, the longer fifteen-year periods may requirethe replacement of batteries or other equipment which would induceadditional costs and environmental impacts.
4.2.2. Analysing alternative operating strategiesOur simulations found that the original operating strategy wasconservative in its use of the batteries. Only 15% of the battery lifetimewas consumed after five years, but at the expense of using more dieselthan might be necessary to meet demand, and so modifying the SOC setpoints and altering the time periods could offer opportunities to betterto further reduce diesel consumption.Fig. 6 shows the impacts of each modelled combination of SOCparameters (each categorised by colours) and timings over a five-yearperiod. The horizontal axis displays the fuel cost savings relative to theoriginal operating strategy and the vertical axis shows an estimate ofthe battery life consumed, as a percentage of the total expected life
𝐻 . Strategies which allow greater depths of discharge result in higherusage, and subsequently degradation, of the batteries. Within eachstrategy the variations in timings offered fuel cost savings comparedto the original strategy or, for some, increases.For the original SOC parameters (green) the original timings per-form relatively well: the majority of timing combinations offer lowerfuel cost savings, although some would offer more. All of the timingshave a modest impact on the battery, consuming between 14.6–18.5%
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Fig. 6. The savings in fuel costs compared to the original operating strategy and percentage of battery lifetime consumed of different SOC parameters (each categorised by colour)and timings over a five-year period. SOC parameters are shown in the legend for ‘‘diesel hours’’ (left) and ‘‘quiet hours’’ (right). The darker shades of each colour represent agreater frequency of results at those values. Crosses highlight the impacts of the original strategy (green) and the selected alternative (purple). The original fuel cost savings (blackdashed line) is $41,500 compared to the diesel-only system.

over five years, owing to the low depths of discharge. The most ag-gressive SOC parameters (yellow) offer the greatest utilisation of thebattery storage and therefore have the lowest variations resultant fromthe timings of the diesel generator operation. These parameters use thehighest amount of usable battery lifetime, up to 𝐻 = 48%, but alsooffer the greatest fuel savings, up to $8600 – a 21% increase beyondthe original fuel savings from the initial installation of solar and batteryequipment.Whilst the additional potential fuel savings are relatively high,at present prices none of the SOC combinations produce additionalsavings over five years that are large enough to fully cover the costof replacing batteries. The price of batteries at the time of installationwas $200 per kWh of nominal capacity, with a cumulative cost of$15,600 (equivalent to $9300, discounted at 10% over five years). Forthe cost of replacing all of the battery storage to match the maximumfuel savings ($8600) there would need to be a cost decrease of 1.6%per year. This rate is plausible but, in reality, the need to replace thebatteries and its costs will depend on the actual technical performanceand prevailing prices. Further, batteries are complex components tomaintain and manage, with the possibility of deeper cycling or tem-perature leading to unpredictable impacts on lifetime and potentiallynecessitating earlier replacement. This may lead to additional issuesand costs relating to the responsible end-of-life management of thebatteries, for example to minimise its environmental impact, and for thesourcing of their replacement. System operators may therefore prefer touse a less extreme battery discharge strategy to balance fuel savings andbattery lifetime.
4.2.3. Selecting an alternative strategyAn alternative strategy to improve on the current SOC and timingsof the diesel generator operation should provide greater fuel costsavings whilst also respecting the additional constraint suggested by themini-grid operator that the battery SOC should not drop below 40% onmore than one day per week (14.3% of days) and never below 30%.We identify the alternative strategy highlighted in Fig. 6 (purplecross) as meeting these conditions. This strategy allows the SOC to dropto 65% between 18:00–00:00 and 45% during the rest of the day. TheSOC drops below 40% on just 6.4% of days. The SOC dropping to this
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level is an artefact of the resolution of the computational model, inwhich the diesel generator is engaged on an hourly basis which mayoccur after the lower threshold has been crossed, but similarly couldreplicate any delays in switching on the generator in the real system.Over a five-year time horizon we find that this alternative strategyoffers a further reduction in fuel costs of $4100 and 12.4 tCO2eq of GHGemissions compared to the original strategy and consumes 33% of thebattery lifetime; this equates to an economic cost of $2900, consideringinstalled battery costs of $200/kWh and a 10% discount rate (seeTable 7). The LCUE decreases marginally by 3% to $0.59/kWh, and theemissions intensity of electricity falls by 11% to 579 gCO2eq/kWh. Overa 15-year time horizon the LCUE falls to $0.40/kWh and the emissionsintensity to 340 gCO2eq/kWh.
4.2.4. Impacts on battery usageFig. 7 compares the distribution of SOCs for the original (left) andalternative (right) operating strategies for each hour of the day, as wellas the respective switch-on and switch-off SOCs. Between 00:00 and06:00 the original strategy has a relatively narrow distribution of SOCs,which decrease until sunrise. This is a result of the batteries being fullycharged in the evening before being depleted by overnight demands.The SOC distributions widen as the batteries charge in the morning,owing to variations in solar generation, and are almost always fullycharged by 12:00. The batteries discharge to meet demand during theafternoon but the SOC is typically kept high by the solar generation,and by the diesel generator throughout the evening and night.The alternative strategy, however, allows a greater depth of dis-charge and hence greater utilisation of the battery. Throughout allperiods of the day there is a wider distribution of SOC and deeper dis-charges, particularly between 23:00–11:00, but despite this the batteryis reliably charged to a high SOC by the solar generation by 15:00. Thegreater discharging during the evening occasionally causes the batteryto reach the switch-on SOC and initiates the generator to run, resultingin three distinct peaks in the early morning depending on if or whenthis occurs. As required by the system operator, this strategy rarely has
an SOC below 40%.
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Fig. 7. The hourly state of charge of battery storage for the original strategy (left) and the alternative strategy (right). State of charge thresholds for both cases are representedas vertical lines (quiet hours thresholds in dotted line, diesel hours thresholds in dashed line).

4.2.5. Impacts on generator usage times and load factorsFig. 8 shows the effects of the two strategies on the times of usage,given by 𝑃𝐺, and load factor, 𝛤 , of the diesel generator. We findthat under the alternative strategy the usage of the diesel generatordecreases by 84% per night, to 1.06 h, but it is sometimes now usedbetween 05:00–08:00 to top up the batteries if the SOC is low (cf.Fig. 7). Under this alternative strategy the diesel generator is not usedat all on 16% of days, while under the original strategy it runs everynight.The load factor of the generator increases significantly by switch-ing from the original strategy (𝛤 = 55%) to the alternative strategy(𝛤 = 97%). This could increase the fuel efficiency of the generator,which in our analysis constant rather than linked to the load factor,and could yield additional fuel savings. The original strategy also hasmore instances lower load factors near the minimum of 35%, whichcould cause operational issues and higher fuel expenditure per unit ofelectricity output. Meanwhile the fraction of electricity from renewablesources increases from 63% under the original strategy to 73% underthe alternative.In summary, we find that the alternative strategy is able to moreflexibly utilise the available battery capacity without exceeding theconstraints recommended by the system operator. It also offers reduc-tions in fuel costs, LCUE, GHGs and emissions intensity as well asreducing the duration of generator usage overnight. Table 4 summarisesthe impacts of the diesel-only system, original strategy and alternativestrategy.
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Table 4The fuel costs, fuel GHG emissions and technical performance of the diesel-only system,and the hybrid system under each of the original and alternative strategies over fiveyears of operation.Indicator Diesel-only Original Alternative
Fuel cost ($) 56,200 14,700 10,600Diesel GHG emissions (tCO2eq) 168.0 44.0 31.6Battery life consumed (%) N/A 15 33Diesel generator load factor (%) 25 55 97Diesel usage (hrs/evening) 8 4.02 1.06Diesel usage (hrs/day) 24 4.08 1.66Nights using generator (%) 100 100 84

4.3. Impact of connecting business customers

4.3.1. Impacts on system costs and GHG emissionsWe modelled the integration of the additional loads from 20, 50 and100 refugee businesses in the camp marketplace, shown in Fig. 4(c),and assessed their additional resultant cost and GHGs over the samefive-year time frame under the alternative operating strategy.We found that connecting 20, 50 and 100 businesses increases fuelcosts by $266, $3170 and $6270 respectively, with corresponding GHGemissions increases of 0.9, 9.7 and 19 tCO2eq. These cost increases areof comparable magnitude to the fuel cost saving availed by switchingfrom the original strategy to the alternative strategy ($4100). Switchingto the alternative strategy could therefore unlock fuel savings which
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Fig. 8. The probability of use (bars) and load factor (points) of the diesel generator under the original strategy (left) and alternative strategy (right). Each point represents theload factor during one instance of the generator being used.

Table 5The tariff structures for 𝑁 = 20, 50 and 100 businesses and the percentage differencebetween the additional fuel costs and the revenue from customers (income minus fuelcosts, divided by fuel costs). The mini-grid tariff is 400 RWF/kWh in the daytime,600 RWF/kWh in the nighttime, plus a 30 RWF/kWh daily fee.Tariff structure Rate (RWF) Difference (%)

𝑁 20 50 100 20 50 100
1. National grid (/kWh) 89 89 89 +108 −59 −602. Mini-grid Variable +1322 +182 +1793. Usage break even (/kWh) 43 218 223 – – –4. Daily break even (/day) 10 45 44 – – –

could be channelled, at least in part, to supporting business connections— minimising the overall financial impact but increasing opportunitiesfor refugees.By altering the timings of the alternative strategy (18:00–00:00), butkeeping the SOC set points limits the same, we found that it is possibleto reduce diesel costs and emissions. When connecting 50 businesses,diesel dispatch hours of 19:00–23:00 can achieve savings of around$400 and 1.5 tCO2eq over five years compared to the original timingsfor the alternative strategy; for 100 businesses, the same cost andemissions reductions are availed for dispatch times of 20:00–00:00. Thetechnical performance recommendations of the operator remain unaf-fected. These results suggest that businesses can be connected to thesystem with moderate increases in diesel fuel usage, and that furthertweaking the operating strategy can reduce the burden of additionalconnections.
4.3.2. Tariff structures for business customersTo offset these increases in fuel costs we apply the four options fortariffs. The structure of the tariffs, and the difference of their revenuesagainst additional fuel costs resulting from powering the businesses, areshown in Table 5.In general, connecting 20 businesses has a minimal impact on thesystem performance as this relatively modest increase in electricitydemand can mostly be met by the excess solar generation during theday which previously was unused. This results in tariff scenarios for 20businesses being relatively more favourable, owing to their lower costs.For 50 and 100 businesses, however, the increased energy demandrequires greater usage of the diesel generator and hence the relativeprofitability of the same tariffs is lower.Tariff 1, the national grid tariff, is able to recoup the additionalfuel costs incurred in supplying 20 businesses but operates at a lossof around 60% for 50 or 100 businesses. For Tariff 2, informed by
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the mini-grid operator’s experiences in rural areas of Rwanda, thesystem makes a profit on fuel costs for all customer levels, includinga significant margin for 20 businesses. The inclusion of the daily fee isinfluential by increasing the profitability of providing power to thesebusinesses whose electricity consumption (and hence revenue whencharged per kWh) is low.The revenue for the mini-grid tariff assumes that businesses pay thedaily fee, and consume energy, 365 days per year, which would give$3900, $9300 and $18,200 in revenue over five years for 20, 50 and100 businesses respectively. This is in line with the current implemen-tation of this tariff by the mini-grid operator in rural communities,but might be higher than reality. If we instead consider the mini-grid tariff with the same consumption but over 300 days per year therevenues for 20, 50, and 100 businesses are $3800, $8,900 and $17,500respectively. These maintain high profit margins, of 1322%, 182% and179%, compared to the increase in fuel use; these are marginally lowerthan the original assumption but do not materially change the overallfindings.The rates of Tariffs 3 and 4 vary significantly between those for20 and 100 businesses. This highlights the importance of estimatingthe demand for connections before setting the tariff, and in potentialeconomies of scale. Both, by definition, achieve the goal of breakingeven on additional fuel costs but Tariff 4 – designed around a dailyfee, rather than consumption-based – may be favourable as it wouldallow more straightforward planning and financial forecasting for boththe operator and businesses, but may incentivise higher consumption.
4.3.3. Comparative effects of each stage of the investigationFig. 9 summarises the overall financial impacts of each stage ofthe system investigation over the five-year period. Hybridising thesystem by first integrating solar and storage capacity yields the greatestsingle opportunity for savings ($41,500) followed by further cost reduc-tions ($4100) resultant from changing the state of charge and timingparameters to those of the recommended strategy. To contextualisethese savings, the total equipment cost at the time of installation($42,700) is approximately the same as the five-year fuel savings($41,500 to $45,600). Depending on the real-life reductions in fueluse actualised over the system lifetime, and other factors such asdiesel prices and operation and maintenance costs, this suggests theinvestment in equipment would have a payback time of around fiveyears.Integrating businesses, shown here for the case of 100 connections,increases fuel costs ($6300) to satisfy their demand. These costs can be
offset by introducing tariffs to earn revenue from the businesses: either
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Fig. 9. The five-year cumulative fuel costs of the original diesel-only system (black), potential savings (green) and costs (red), and to alternatives for the final cost (blue) of thesystem with 100 business connections when using either the grid tariff (left) or the mini-grid tariff (right).

partially offset under the grid tariff ($2500), fully offset by either ausage-based or daily fee-based break even tariff, or more than offset($18,200) if the mini-grid tariff were applied. All considered, the totalfuel costs over five years of operation are completely abated as a resultof the mini-grid tariff.Our results suggest that the initial benefits of hybridising the systemby introducing renewable technologies can be further extended byreassessing and optimising the operating strategy. They also suggestthat businesses can be connected to the system in a manner thatoffsets the increased fuel costs or even provides a net income for thesystem operator. Matching the tariffs set by the subsidised national gridnetwork would result in a loss ($3800 over five years) compared tothe increased fuel costs, but these would be of a similar magnitudeto the savings achievable through the optimisation of the diesel oper-ational strategy ($4100). Permitting a mini-grid operator to replicatetheir tariffs from other systems would allow them to make a profitwhilst potentially allowing both parity with the host community anda sustainable financial return for the operator.
5. Conclusions and recommendations

5.1. Designing hybrid systems to mitigate diesel usage

The aim of our work was to address four research questions, the firstthree of which focused on the use of electricity by institutional usersin displacement situations, the performance and impacts of diesel andhybrid solar-diesel mini-grids to meet this demand, and the potentialto optimise the operational strategies to minimise fuel costs.Our results reaffirm the potential for solar power and battery stor-age to mitigate the usage of diesel generators in displacement settingsand provide power for critical services [9,10,54,55]. Our analysis ofdata monitored from the electricity system in Mahama Refugee Camp,Rwanda, found that the average load was 70.1 ± 10.0 kWh/day in2020 and that the diesel-only baseline system would have fuel costsof $56,200 and emit 168 tCO2eq over a five-year period.Using our novel introduction of a cycle-charging dispatch strategyinto our modelling framework, we estimate that the introduction of18.4 kWp of solar capacity and 78 kWh of battery capacity by themini-grid developer significantly reduces costs to just $14,700 and GHGemissions to 44 tCO2eq over five years under the original conservativeoperating strategy for the generator. The 74% reduction in costs andGHGs is comparable to those found by previous studies [9,54,55].Considering the institutional loads only, we identified that overnightenergy use currently equates to around 30%–50% of the battery capac-ity and so altering the operational strategy of the generator would gaingreater utilisation of the storage capacity to reduce fuel usage. Underthe original strategy degradation was found to be just 15% over fiveyears; other combinations of depths of discharge and generator usagetimes this could increase to up to 48%. None of these combinations
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offered fuel cost reductions which would cover the expense of replacingthe batteries after five years at current prices: this would also requireat least a 1.6% annual decrease in storage prices.Using these results we suggest an alternative operating strategywhich further reduces fuel costs by $4100 and GHGs by 12.4 tCO2eqover five years. Under this strategy the storage SOC would drop below40% on just 6.4% of days, meeting the technical performance require-ments desired by the system operator. This achieves greater utilisationof the batteries, consuming 33% of the expected battery lifetime, anddecreases generator usage by 84% per night whilst running at higherload factors.These results demonstrate that large cost and GHG savings canbe made via introducing solar and storage capacity into a diesel-based system, and further but more modest savings can be achievedvia optimisation of the operational strategies. Even operators whichmust supply reliable power for critical services, as in our case study,could exploit greater usage of their storage capacity without exceedingtheir targets for minimum SOCs. Although fuel cost savings do notyet outweigh the cost of replacing the entire storage capacity, therequired battery price decrease for breakeven (1.6% p.a.) is lower thananticipated cost reductions for lead–acid batteries (c. 3.5% p.a.) [83].We recommend that system operators explore options for increasingthe utilisation of the batteries via more liberal depths of discharge andcombinations of generator timings, both of which can decrease theoverall fuel consumption, and that investors (such as donors, financingorganisations or the companies themselves) should consider batteryreplacement costs as part of a long-term deployment strategy to allowsystem operators to fully utilise the batteries.
5.2. Supporting business customers

Our final research question focused on the viability and potentialprofitability of connecting refugee businesses, whilst maintaining theoverall reliability of the electricity system. We presented scenariosin which 20, 50 or 100 enterprises in the local marketplace wereconnected to the electricity system. We found that this additionalenergy use increased the fuel consumption and costs, but alternativeoperating strategies could reduce these below those of the originalinstitutional-only system.The tariff structures and the number of business customers affectsthe overall profitability of connecting refugee entrepreneurs. For 20businesses, which mostly rely on excess generation from solar thatwould otherwise have been wasted, the required tariffs to offset fuel us-age were low. For 50 or 100 businesses we found that matching the gridtariff (89 RWF/kWh) results in significant losses and would thereforeneed to be subsidised, perhaps from the institutional users, or avoidedby profit-focused companies. Similarly, for 50 and 100 customers es-timates for usage-based break even tariffs (218 and 223 RWF/kWh)are several times higher than the national grid tariff, which could
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result in perception barriers inhibiting adoption. Daily tariffs (10, 45and 44 RWF/day for 20, 50 and 100 businesses) could however bereceived better by refugee businesses and be easier to administer andplan around for both customers and operators.Not using a break even-based tariff avoids a potential perceptionof discriminatory pricing under which refugee businesses would bepaying for the fuel usage only, whereas the institutional users wouldalso be paying off the costs of the system. Charging the tariff used inthe host community, however, could instead be perceived as favouringinstitutional users: refugee businesses would pay a commercial ratewhilst institutional users have their electricity costs covered by Alightand UNHCR. The concerns for the latter could be assuaged by movingto a long-term power purchase agreement for the institutional users ata rate equal to or greater than the tariff for the businesses [8,9]. Thiswould align the two payment structures and potentially offer simplerfinancial planning for the system operator and off-takers.On balance, we recommend that systems operated by companiesshould be permitted to replicate the tariff structures used for their othersites for rural areas. In addition to parity with the host communities, wefound that this tariff structure could provide a profit for the company.This could incentivise both greater numbers of connections and moresustainable business opportunities, satisfying the electricity demand forlivelihoods opportunities found in this study and others [46,63]. Thisalso aligns with the livelihoods objectives of humanitarian agencies anddesirable for long-term private sector engagement [61,61].Humanitarian organisations should therefore consider removing op-erational or organisation barriers to facilitate private sector involve-ment and support the provision of energy services in a similar mannerto host communities. Mini-grid operators, meanwhile, should designsystems with these potential enterprises in mind to account for theirenergy demand in sizing equipment capacities. These should be co-designed with the communities to maximise electricity utilisation andbest meet the needs of their future customers [69,70].
5.3. Limitations of the study

Our use of a techno-economic modelling framework leads to en-dogenous methodological limitations relating primarily to its temporalresolution and inputs. The CLOVER model operates on an hourly reso-lution and therefore misses some of the dynamic behaviour that occursat the sub-hourly level in the real-life system. Demand fluctuations areaggregated into hourly values and, for example, the modelled system isnot required to respond to short, high power events which could affectthe system and may cause greater battery degradation than modelled.Reformatting the input data and model processes to accommodate ahigher temporal resolution could help to solve some of these issues, butwould likely have relatively limited impact on the overall conclusionsof this long-term study.The model inputs, where data availability permitted, are accurate asa representation of the system installed at Mahama Camp. We use staticprices that, for example, do not account for changes in fuel price andwhich would proportionately affect the system fuel costs. Care shouldbe taken when comparing the results of this study to other locationswith significantly lower fuel prices.The model simplifies the treatment of fuel consumption by thediesel generator when compared to the installed system. Although fuelconsumption per kWh supplied is typically lower at higher capacity fac-tors [84], similarly to other studies [10,85] our modelling frameworkassumes a constant rate of fuel consumption. The original and alter-native strategies in our analysis have average capacity factors of 55%and 97% respectively and we can therefore reasonably assume the fuelsavings in our alternative strategy would be higher, and therefore morefavourable, than we report. Future work could incorporate variable fuelconsumption to assess this.To evaluate businesses connections it was necessary to use proxy
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data based on customers elsewhere in the country. The magnitude of
daily demand was based on the aspirations of humanitarian agenciesand the Government of Rwanda but the actual daily demand is likelyvary significantly between days and types of businesses with differ-ent needs, which could affect system utilisation [70]. The number ofbusiness connections could vary dependent on the local demand, tariffstructures, ability and willingness to pay, and the supporting environ-ment. Our investigation therefore offers different numbers of connec-tions and types of tariff structures as a range of possible outcomes forthe future situation.Finally, aside from the inherent specificities of electricity use inMahama Camp, Rwanda has both relatively well-defined electricityaccess targets and a progressive environment for displaced people. Assuch, Rwanda offers a high potential for the implementation of suchelectricity systems which may not be representative of other countries.The technological and economic benefits of hybrid mini-grids wouldremain applicable in countries with similar prices and solar resource,for example, but the enabling environment is a critical component forimplementation and should be considered when comparing this workto other countries.
5.4. Recommendations for humanitarian organisations, policymakers and
the private sector

As the number of renewable and hybrid electricity systems deployedin displacement settings continues to grow it will be important toensure that they are cost effective, well-designed and provide reliableelectricity to both humanitarian organisations and displaced people.Governments, NGOs and humanitarian agencies should consider theuse of renewable energy infrastructure in camps as a critical componentof their sustainability strategies. The large GHG emissions reductionspossible through the use of such systems, shown by this work andothers [9,10,54,55], highlights their compatibility with national andorganisational sustainability targets. Extending electricity connectionsto local businesses, meanwhile, is in direct alignment with the aims ofSDG 7 [47] and humanitarian objectives [61,62].Humanitarian organisations and partners responsible for infrastruc-ture and electricity provision in camps, for example UNHCR and Alightin our case study, should integrate solar and battery storage intoexisting diesel systems. Engaging with the private sector can exploitits ability to raise initial capital and long-term financing, as well asits specialist knowledge in deploying and operating such systems —including amending operating strategies to maximise fuel savings. Thiscan help overcome the one-year funding cycles and limited in-houseexpertise of humanitarian organisations and NGOs [8] by, as in thiscase, partnering with a local electricity service company. Contractualframeworks could help initial system deployment [56,57] whilst powerpurchase agreements or leasing mechanisms could support long-termoperation [8,9].Private sector mini-grid companies should explore opportunities forproviding electricity services in displacement settings. Institutional andcommunity facilities can provide stable and reliable anchor customerswhilst extending electricity services to local businesses can be a prof-itable endeavour, as replicating tariffs used at other sites can providea profitable return even for modest numbers of connections. Afterinitial deployment, companies should use their expertise to reassessthe operational strategies to maximise fuel savings and consider thetrade-offs in battery usage, particularly if storage costs decrease.Academic and research organisations should identify the mostfavourable conditions and implementation strategies for sustainableenergy systems in displacement settings. More research is required intotheir replicability in other locations and contexts, and the general-isability of the proposed implementation and operational strategies.Studies which monitor the technological performance, energy usage,and payments of customers over several years should be supported
by social and community-focused research which would provide great
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insight into the viability and sustainability of such systems in the longterm.Achieving SDG 7 in displacement settings will require coordinatedaction and rely on humanitarian agencies, NGOs, governments, re-search organisations and private companies to work together and ex-ploit their expertise, experience and capabilities. Coordinated multi-stakeholder action will be necessary to replicate successful examplesof renewable electricity projects and scale up their implementation toachieve sustainable, affordable, reliable and modern energy for all.
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ppendix A

See Tables 6–8.
ppendix B. Supplementary information

.1. Constructing load profiles

.1.1. Institutional profileThe total load monitored in the hour 𝑡, 𝐿𝑀 (𝑡), is taken to be the sumf the energy supplied to the consumers by each source 𝑖, 𝑆 𝑖(𝑡), for 𝑖 ∈PV, Diesel, Battery}, such that
𝑀 (𝑡) =

∑

𝑖
𝑆𝑖(𝑡) (B.1)

The total load 𝐿𝑀 (𝑡) is then reformatted into a matrix 𝐿𝑀
𝑑ℎ ofimensions 𝑑 × 24 for each day 𝑑 ∈ Z+ recorded over a total of 𝐷days, and at the hour ℎ ∈ {0, 1, 2,… , 23}. The mean 𝜇𝑀

ℎ and standardeviation 𝜎𝑀ℎ of the monitored data in each hour ℎ are given byespectively by the usual formulae
ℎ = 1 ∑

𝐿𝑀
𝑑ℎ (B.2)
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𝐷 𝑑
Table 6Model inputs used for the system technical specification.Item Value Unit Source
PV capacity 18.4 kWpPV tilt 15 Degrees above horizontalPV azimuth 0 Degrees from NorthPV lifetime 20 YearsDiesel capacity 13.0 kWDiesel fuel consumption 0.31 L/kW/h [85,86]Diesel minimum capacity factor 35 % [87]Battery capacity 78.0 kWhBattery maximum SOC Varies % [88]Battery minimum SOC Varies % [88]Battery leakage 0.13 %/h [88]Battery round-trip efficiency 92 %Battery cycle lifetime 2000 cycles [88]Battery lifetime capacity loss 20 % [88]Battery C rate discharging 0.2 /h [88]Battery C rate charging 0.13 /h [88]Inverter lifetime 10 YearsTransmission efficiency (DC) 96 % [89]Transmission efficiency (AC) 92 % [89]DC to AC conversion efficiency 97 % [90]DC to DC conversion efficiency 95 % [89]AC to DC conversion efficiency 90 % [91]AC to AC conversion efficiency 98 % [90]

Table 7Model inputs used for the economic assessment.Item Value Unit Source
Discount rate 10 %PV cost 400 $/kWp [92]Storage cost 200 $/kWh [92]Diesel fuel cost 1.13 $/L [92]Diesel O&M 43 $/kW p.a. [93]BOS cost 100 $/kW. [92]PV inverter cost 163 $/kW [92]Battery inverter Cost 10000 $ [92]General O&M 2400 $ p.a. [92]

and
𝜎𝑀ℎ =

√

∑

𝑑
(

𝐿𝑀
𝑑ℎ − 𝜇𝑀

ℎ
)2

𝐷
(B.3)

These are used as inputs to generate a synthesised load profile,
𝐿𝑆 (𝑡), which can be taken as an input to the modelling process. A newmatrix 𝐿𝑀

𝑙ℎ of dimensions 𝑙 × 24, for each day 𝑙 ∈ Z+ in the time frameconsidered, in our case 𝑙 ∈ {1, 2,… , 1825} for five years, is constructed.Each element of 𝐿𝑆
𝑙ℎ is set to the value of 𝑅𝑙ℎ drawn at random fromthe normal distribution  (𝜇𝑀

ℎ , 𝜎𝑀2
ℎ ), for its corresponding hour ℎ, andsubject to the condition

𝐿𝑆
𝑙ℎ =

{

𝑅𝑙ℎ for 𝑅𝑙ℎ ≥ 0
0 for 𝑅𝑙ℎ < 0

(B.4)
This condition avoids unphysical negative electricity demands. Asthis process does not allow values less than zero, as  (𝜇ℎ, 𝜎2ℎ) does,this results in the mean of the synthesised data, 𝜇𝑆

ℎ , being greater thanthe monitored data, i.e. 𝜇𝑆
ℎ ≥ 𝜇ℎ by definition. In practice the differ-ence between the two values is negligibly small and  (𝜇𝑀

ℎ , 𝜎𝑀2
ℎ ) ∼

 (𝜇𝑆
ℎ , 𝜎

𝑆2
ℎ ) as desired by this framework. The synthesised matrix 𝐿𝑆

𝑙ℎis then converted into a load profile 𝐿𝑆 (𝑡) by sequentially ordering itselements by day and hour.
B.1.2. Business load profilesWe assumed that each business of type 𝑏 ∈ 𝐵, where 𝐵 is the setof all business types in the camp (for example shops, restaurants, hairsalons, phone chargers and others), has an associated daily load profile
𝐿𝑏
ℎ. This is assumed to be seasonally invariant and has an hourly meanand standard deviation of 𝜇𝑏 and 𝜎𝑏 . Using a process similar to that
ℎ ℎ
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Table 8Model inputs used for the environmental assessment.Item Value Unit Source Comments
PV 1498 kgCO2eq/kWp [94] Manufacturing in ChinaStorage 233 kgCO2eq/kWh [95]Diesel generator 0 kgCO2eq/kW Already installedDiesel fuel 2.68 kgCO2eq/L [78]Balance of systems 134 kgCO2eq/kW [96]Inverters 124 kgCO2eq/kW [94] Manufacturing in China

described in the previous section, each individual business is assigneda randomly allocated load profile 𝐿𝑏
𝑛(𝑡) for each of 𝑛𝑏 businesses of type

𝑏, which sum to the total number in the marketplace 𝑁 .The number 𝑛𝑏 ∈ Z+ of each business type 𝑏 was informed by asurvey of 142 businesses in the Mahama Camp marketplace conductedin January 2019. The proportion of businesses of each type in thesurvey is converted into an integer 𝑛𝑏 and is constant throughout theconsidered time frame, conforming to
𝑁 =

∑

𝑏∈𝐵
𝑛𝑏 (B.5)

The load profile of an individual business is considered indepen-dently with each being assigned an index 𝑛 ∈ {1, 2,… , 𝑛𝑏} and itsassociated generic load profile 𝐿𝑏
𝑛(𝑡). The cumulative load profile of all

𝑁 businesses in the marketplace is therefore given by
𝐿𝐵
𝑁 (𝑡) =

∑

𝑏∈𝐵

(

∑

𝑛∈𝑛𝑏

𝐿𝑏
𝑛(𝑡)

) (B.6)
and therefore the total load profile, considering both the institutionalloads and business customers, is given by
𝐿𝑇
𝑁 (𝑡) = 𝐿𝑆 (𝑡) + 𝐿𝐵

𝑁 (𝑡) (B.7)
B.1.3. Input data for business loadsMonitored electricity usage data for refugee businesses was notavailable and so we use data measured from 19 business customersconnected to a MeshPower system in the village of Gitaraga, Rwandawhich are similar to those in Mahama Camp and other displacementsituations. Electricity usage data from the Gitaraga site was taken froma previous study which made these data available [74].From these data, we categorised businesses according to type (bars,shops, etc.) and the calculated the mean and standard deviation ofelectricity use of each business type for each hour of the day. We thenscaled the daily usage for each business type to the target value of200 Wh per day. These new load profiles were used for 𝐿𝑏

ℎ as describedabove. The hourly load profiles for each business type and the cumu-lative load profile of each scenario are shown in Fig. B.1(a) and (b)respectively. We have made the load profiles for individual businessesand each scenario used in this work publicly available [97].Most business types demonstrate higher demand throughout theafternoon and evening periods, with the exception of the tailor andworkshop which have peaks of demand in the morning. When con-sidered cumulatively, the total load demand is high throughout themorning and afternoon with a peak in the evening at 19:00. Theaddition of the three business scenarios to those of the institutionalloads, to give the total system load, is shown in Fig. 4.In this work we use the same composition of business types in eachscenario and so the cumulative load scales linearly with the numberof connections. Changing the relative proportions of businesses wouldaffect the timings and magnitude of demand throughout the day whichwould have subsequent effects on the system performance and impacts.As the modelled business demand is relatively high in the evening, ifmore demand were instead concentrated in the daytime then this mightbe able to be met through solar power and therefore potentially reduce
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battery and/or fuel usage.
B.2. Calculating system performance and impacts

The total lifetime NPC, 𝐶𝑇 , is defined by
𝐶𝑇 =

𝑁
∑

𝑛

(

∑

𝑗

𝐶𝑗
𝑛

(1 + 𝑟)𝑛

) (B.8)
for the cost 𝐶𝑗

𝑛 of type 𝑗 (for example equipment, fuel, maintenance),occurring in year 𝑛 of the considered lifetime of 𝑁 years, and subject tothe discount rate 𝑟. Similarly, the primary environmental metric usedin our analysis is the total GHG emissions 𝐺𝑇 given by the sum of theemissions from each component 𝑗 in year 𝑛, that is
𝐺𝑇 =

𝑁
∑

𝑛

(

∑

𝑗
𝐺𝑗
𝑛

) (B.9)
In our analysis both 𝐶𝑇 and 𝐺𝑇 are governed almost entirely by dieseluel and operation and maintenance requirements, as the equipmentosts for the generation and storage capacity have already been coveredefore the considered lifetime begins, which offers a fair analysis givenhe consistent comparison to the same reference system. The levelisedost of used electricity (LCUE, measured in $/kWh), 𝐿, is given byividing the total costs incurred by the system by the total discountednergy supplied 𝐸𝑇

𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑐 ,
𝐿 = 𝐶𝑇

𝐸𝑇
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑐

(B.10)
where the total discounted energy over the considered time period isgiven by
𝐸𝑇
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑐 =

𝑁
∑

𝑛

𝐸𝑛

(1 + 𝑟)𝑛
(B.11)

in which 𝐸𝑛 is the amount of energy used by the users in the year
𝑛, and the equation accounts for the discount rate by convention.The LCUE explicitly accounts for only energy used by the systemand does not, for example, consider the dumped energy from excessgeneration in its consideration as this was not usefully consumed by theusers. Analogously the emissions intensity of the system 𝑔, measured ingCO2eq/kWh, is given by
𝑔 = 𝐺𝑇

∑

𝑛 𝐸𝑛
(B.12)

and does not consider discounted values, by convention.The lifetime usage of the battery storage is assessed via the pro-portion of the total expected battery usage over its lifetime, 𝐸𝐵𝑎𝑡
𝑇 , thatas been consumed by time 𝑡 [80–82]. This measure, 𝐻(𝑡), assumes ainear degradation in capacity and is taken to be the cumulative energyupplied by the battery, 𝐸𝐵𝑎𝑡

𝐶𝑢𝑚(𝑡), divided by 𝐸𝐵𝑎𝑡
𝑇 . 𝐸𝐵𝑎𝑡

𝑇 , and therefore
(𝑡), will be dependent on the battery usage strategy 𝑘 which willllow for an expected number of charging and discharging cycles 𝜉𝑘t a maximum depth of discharge 𝛿𝑘. This gives us
𝑘(𝑡) =

𝐸𝐵𝑎𝑡
𝐶𝑢𝑚(𝑡)

𝐵 𝜉𝑘𝛿𝑘
≡

𝐸𝐵𝑎𝑡
𝐶𝑢𝑚(𝑡)

𝐸𝐵𝑎𝑡
𝑇 ,𝑘

(B.13)
for an installed battery storage capacity of 𝐵 kWh. 𝐻(𝑡) is expressed as aercentage of the total expected lifetime cumulative energy throughputhat the battery storage has experienced. For example, for a batteryhich is judged to have reached the end of its life (𝐻 = 100%) onceits ability to store energy degrades to 80% of its original capacity, it isdefined to have 𝐻 = 25% when operating at 95% of its original storagecapacity, 𝐻 = 50% at 90% of its original capacity, and so on.The usage and technical performance of the diesel generator areassessed via two metrics. The first, 𝑃𝐺(𝑡), is the probability that thegenerator is in use in during a given hour of the day 𝑡 and is given by
𝑃𝐺(𝑡) = 1

𝑇
∑

𝐺𝑜𝑛(𝑡) (B.14)

𝑇 𝑡
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(a) Individual load profiles. (b) Cumulative load profiles.
Fig. B.1. The load profiles of (a) individual businesses of each type and (b) the scenarios of 20, 50 and 100 businesses cumulatively.
where
𝐺𝑜𝑛(𝑡) =

{

1 for 𝐸𝐷
𝐺𝑒𝑛(𝑡) > 0

0 otherwise (B.15)
Electricity supplied by the generator, 𝐸𝐷

𝐺𝑒𝑛(𝑡), of any amount triggers
𝐺on
𝑑ℎ = 1 for that hour and day. This therefore represents the probabilitythat the generator is in use at any point during the hour, rather than thetotal usage time, as the latter is would require a sub-hourly resolutionwhich is not possible in this modelling framework.The load factor of the generator, 𝛤 (𝑡), is the proportion of themaximum available power output of the generator, 𝐷, being usedin that hour. It has a lower bound set by the designated minimumoperating load factor for the generator, 𝛤min described in Section 3.4.6,and is given by

𝛤 (𝑡) = 1
𝐷
𝐸𝐷
𝐺𝑒𝑛(𝑡) (B.16)

which results in 𝛤 (𝑡) ∈ [𝛤min, 1].
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